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have on the floor.   said that they stopped when they could hear   enter 

downstairs.   

 said that during senior year of high school the  activity progressed from the  

 to different areas within the building.   said on one occasion  sat on the kitchen counter and 

had  with , which was interrupted when  entered the building (did not witness).   

 stated that cumulatively there were hundreds of incidents ranging from  

and that these events occurred from 1991 to 1994.    

Upon completing my report I contacted the Windham County State’s Attorney Office to discuss having 

them review the case.  They requested that the Office of the Attorney General review the case.  I later 

spoke with Assist Attorney General Criminal Chief John Treadwell.   I forwarded this case to Treadwell 

for review.   
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Vermont State Police, Bureau of Criminal Investigation 

Date: June 03, 2015 

Case: 15D101740 

Report by:  Detective Lieutenant Dan Trudeau,   Vermont State Police BCI 

Person Interviewed:  

Accused:      ,  

List of Exhibits:   ~no audio recording for this initial statement. 

    ~notes destroyed after report typed 

    ~ five printed pages of Facebook Messenger dialog. 

Narrative:    

On May 26, 2015 VSP Captain Ray Keefe advised me that  had been in contact with 

him and that  was a potential  victim.  At this time I was aware that  was 

accusing  of touching  in a  manner when  was a young .  I contacted 

 by telephone in .   We spoke very briefly just to pass introductions and I told 

that I would contact  within a few days, so we could discuss what incidents  had been involved 

in.  

On June 03, 2015 I again contacted  by phone.   This phone interview was not recorded, but I 

advised  that at a later date I may need to contact again to record our conversation or possibly have 

a detective in meet with  in person.   At this time  provided me  current address in 

.    advised that  was born in , but grew up in .  I asked 

 if  knew what address the incidents had occurred at.    explained that  believes that  was 

approximately  years old  thought   grade) at the time and lived full time with  

) in .   said the incidents occurred at  

in  and that this was  residence.   name is  

.    said that the person who touched  at the  address was  

  .    was born .  It would have been 1995-

1996 when  was  years old.   would have been 26 or 27 years old in 1995-1996.   

Before I had  describe the incidents in detail I asked  to tell me how many incidents and 

what timeframe they all occurred in.    explained that  recalled it as six separate incidents and they 

all occurred over a six month period from the fall into the winter.   said that though  lived with  

 full time  would go and stay at  every other weekend.    

I asked  to describe the six events in detail for me.   said that the first five were very similar 

and that the events happened the same way each time.    

 explained that these events occurred at  house and that each time  was seated on the 

couch next to  and they were watching television.  said that  would put arm around  

and that eventually  would put  hand .    did not add any 

further detail and I had to inquire further to establish a clear picture.   I asked  if was wearing  

on these six occasions and  believed that  was each time.   I asked r ‘what did  do with his 
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thought  may still have it in her Messenger log.  I asked  to screenshot the page with this dialog 

and provide it to me.   later sent me five pages of Facebook Messenger.  The dialog in the 

messenger text was dated May 22 and was consistent with a conversation  told me that  had 

with  reference to  and who to contact at the state police.   

stated that  later contacted Captain Keefe and he said he would have someone call .   

 said that the last time  spoke with  was in January 2014.   said that  invited  to 

dinner and that  met with .   said  did not confront  about the  contact incidents 

but that  confront  about having just abruptly moving out of town without contacting any family 

members.     said  only replied that ‘  is in a very dark place now’.   
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